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NEW QUESTION: 1
A TimeFinder VP Snap customer has performed a restore of their
production database. An attempt to perform a recreate operation
fails. How can this be resolved?
A. Perform a split of the restored session followed by a
recreate
B. Perform a terminate of the restored session followed by a
recreate
C. Perform a recreate with the force option
D. Perform a terminate followed by a recreate
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which option is true when working with assumptions?
A. Assumptions should be omitted from a project proposal
B. All assumptions should be validated with the customer prior
to reaching proposal stage
C. Only the customer's own assumptions should be used within a
project proposal

D. It is line to use assumptions in your proposal if they are
based upon industry standard figures
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option A
D. Option D
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
https://communities.netapp.com/groups/chris-kranz-hardware-pro/
blog/2009/03/05/fractionalreservation--lunoverwrite
From the article: "If you reduce the Fractional Reservation to
0, you need to make sure the rate of change is within the
volumesize, or you need to make sure the volume can auto-grow
when required or even snap auto-delete to reducethe reserved
blocks and free up space (although I am not a huge fan of snap
auto-delete for various reasons)."
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